
Lizanne Cerami
Software Engineer - Job ID: _______

Boca Raton FL | 484-885-0156 | LizanneCeramiDev@gmail.com |linkedin.com/lizannecerami |github.com/lizannecerami

PROFESSIONAL SUMMARY
Results-driven software engineer completing over 500+ hours of solid foundations in software development principles and
technologies. Leveraging 8+ years of corporate work history in biopharmaceuticals, finance, and 4+ years in healthcare
startups. Engineering expertise lies in the FERN/MERN techstack.

EDUCATION
BOCA CODE, Software Engineering Career Course (2023) Boca Raton, FL
CAMBRIDGE COLLEGE of Healthcare and Technology, Radiation Therapy Program (2018) Delray Beach, FL
HARCUM COLLEGE, Veterinary Technology Program (Aug 2011 to Oct 2013) BrynMawr, PA
DELAWARE COUNTY COMMUNITY COLLEGE, Associate’s Degree in Liberal Arts (2006 - Aug 2009) Media, PA

PROJECTS

FUR-EVER FRIEND - REACT NATIVE APP REPO May 2023
● Designed and implemented a mobile app using Native Base component library, enabling a user-friendly interface and

enhancing the adoption process by matching shelter and rescue dogs with suitable owners.
● Utilized Express, Node, and Firebase technologies to connect the app to an API, for data communication and secure storage,

while leveraging stack navigation and swipe navigation for improved user experience and smooth navigation within the app.

Water Tracker - React-Native Based App REPO May 2023
● Developed a water tracker mobile app using React Native, Async Storage, and Native Base, enabling users to track their daily

water intake in milliliters.
● Implemented Async Storage for data storage and retrieval, while integrating Native Base to create a responsive and visually

appealing user interface.

WORK EXPERIENCE

CROSS COUNTRY HEALTHCARE Boca Raton, FL
Billing Specialist Jun 2021 – Mar 2023
● Spearheaded a complex $3 million project for Advent Health Orlando to identify and resolve payment discrepancies for

200+ invoices resulting in mitigating financial risks.
● Successfully tackled a substantial backlog of over 1,000+ invoices upon joining a project, while also managing a monthly

influx of 300+ new invoices. Resulting in reduced backlog from over 1 year's worth to a manageable 3 months of backlog.
● Acted as a valuable source of information and support for a team of 10, readily assisting them with queries and guidance.

BIOARRA (13 employee biotech startup) Eagleville, PA
Finance Specialist Jan 2017 – Sep 2018
● Oversaw 100+ monthly vendor bill payments, streamlining the process and optimizing cost control in order to support a

start-up environment, ensuring smooth operations and adherence to financial processes.
● Managed timely remittance and ensured regulatory compliance for healthcare benefits payments of over 75+ employees.
● Efficiently managed over 700+ credit card transactions and reconciliations on a yearly basis, while maintaining records,

ensuring accountability, and organizing receipts to accurately match the purchases, to enhancing transparency and audits.
● Oversawmonthly transactions totaling over $500,000, encompassing expenses, salaries, taxes, insurance, and other financial

obligations. Resulting in ensuring accurate and timely financial management.

SKILLS & CERTIFICATIONS
● Programming Languages: JavaScript | HTML/ CSS
● Technologies: React/React Native | AWS | Express | Git/Terminal/Bash | NativeBase | Asynchronous Storage |

GCP (Google Cloud Platform) | MongoDB | EXPO
CERTIFICATIONS: LinkedIn Learning: React Native Ecosystem and Workflow |LinkedIn Learning: Introduction to
Prompt Engineering for Generative AI

PUBLICATIONS

Medium Article Link A Step by Step Guide to Deploying an API to GCFunctions and Connecting to Firestore DB May 2023
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